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Title: Math That Matters, Math for the Modern World

Every 10 years VMI must reaffirm its accreditation with the Southern Association of Colleges & Schools Commission
on Colleges (SACSCOC). Much of the reaffirmation process is looking back to show we have complied with standards, but there is also a significant part where we need to look forward. The Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) is the
opportunity for schools to systematically implement change to address an area of improvement.
VMI has chosen to address the core math courses taken by half of the Corps for its QEP. Instead of taking either
Introduction to Probability and Statistics or Quantitative Reasoning, non-STEM majors (as well as Biology and Computer & Information Science majors) will take mathematics courses that will teach skills enabling students to represent a wide variety of problems in the language of mathematics then implement their solution on a computer.
Math is often taught with the progression “learn a math skill, then learn to apply it.” This course seeks to turn that
around. Cadets will first be presented with real-life problems created by faculty across Post. Then math skills relevant to the solution of the problem are introduced. This “Problem Based Learning” approach – where math is presented in context of a real situation – has been shown to be more effective in student’s understanding and retention of mathematics than the traditional lecture.
In addition, cadets will be introduced to the principles of computational thinking, which are the thought processes
involved with representing a problem and its solution in a manner that can be implemented by a computer. Instead
of using handheld calculators in class, students will implement their solutions on a computer spreadsheet (such as Excel). Not only will they learn the
valuable skills associated with computational thinking, they will also become
adept at using spreadsheets, a very transferable skill to nearly all walks of
life.
Specifically, cadets will engage with problems developed in conjunction with
faculty in their major. Using data from a Biology professor, they will learn
about statistical sampling through bat species. From Modern Languages,
they will plan a dream trip to a country of their choosing, considering budgeting and currency conversion. From International Studies they will look at
voting trends and prediction models. From Fine Arts, they will look at the
geometry of planning an art gallery. These and many more.
This new core math sequence has been in development this entire academic
year, and implementation will start with STP in 2018.

Visit the Department at http://www.vmi.edu/math or
Facebook: for VMI Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
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New Faculty member in Applied Mathematics
In Fall 2017, the VMI Applied Mathematics department welcomed Dr. Deborah Shutt to the department. She completed her PhD at the Colorado School of Mines in Computational and Applied Mathematics. Her PhD Thesis, which
falls squarely in the area of Biomathematics, is titled “Modeling, Analysis and Simulation of Complex Disease Dynamics for HIV, Ebola and Zika Viruses”. Her PhD follows a Master’s degree in Pure Mathematics from Miami University in Ohio and a Bachelor’s degree in mathematics from the University of San Diego.
Major Shutt is currently researching infectious disease models at both the in-host and epidemiological levels. Early
research focused on the dynamics of HIV in an infected individual and the effects of mutation and latent infection
of the virus. Most recently, she has been examining Ebola and the Zika virus using computational methods for simulating the disease dynamics and estimating parameter distributions. Through her research Major Shutt has developed tools in the areas of Mathematical Analysis of Dynamical systems, Uncertainty Quantification, Sensitivity Analysis and Bayesian Statistics (e.g. MCMC and ABC methods).
In her first year at VMI, Major Shutt has taught the Calculus I and II sequence bringing an emphasis to techniques of
numerical approaches to calculating derivatives and integrals. She will continue to focus on applied mathematical
methods in the Numerical Analysis class this coming Fall. The course will give the cadets a deeper understanding of
the theory behind numerical approximations as well as hands on assignments based in MATLAB. Major Shutt also
taught Probability and Statistics for Engineers during the 2017 – 2018 school year. With a growing need for all
STEM majors to have a broader understanding of statistics and her background in Bayesian Statistics, Major Shutt
hopes to provide a wider range of statistical courses for cadets to take. This summer she will be attending a seminar at the University of Washington’s Department of Biostatistics on methods of visualization of Big Data with the
intention of developing a course for cadets on these methods as well as sharpen their coding skills in R.

New Affordable Text for Cadets
Beginning in Spring 2017, work on a new textbook in the APEX (Affordable Print and Electronic teXtbooks) series
was started. This text was developed for use in MA 114 (Pre-Calculus). For a few years, various faculty members
worked to revamp this course to better prepare cadets for the Calculus sequence, but there was no existing textbook on the market that matched with the pedagogical methods used in the course. This text started from a Course
Guide developed by MAJ Jessica Libertini and was expanded into a full textbook by MAJ Amy Chapman, with contributions from LTC Meagan Herald and MAJ Libertini.
Like the other texts in the APEX series, a major goal of this text was to create a text that is easier to read and written
in more informal language than a standard math text. This encourages cadets to
use this resource outside of class and makes it easier for the cadets to digest the
math content. One student from STP 2017 stated that it was the first math book he
had ever been able to just sit down and read. The text was well-received by students in both STP 2017 and in Fall 2017 and has now been finalized as a commercially available text.
As with the other APEX texts, this textbook is available in its entirety for free as a
PDF from www.apexcalculus.com or in a printed version for low cost; this text is
available for $10 or less. For comparison, a standard Pre-Calculus textbook costs
anywhere from $100-250, providing a significant savings for cadets. Despite the low
cost, the textbook does provide a thorough mathematical explanations of all topics
with 83 in-text examples, an average of over 5 per section, as well as 346 practice
problems, with a full answer key so cadets can check their work as they go.
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Applied Mathematics Graduates, including valedictorian
In May of 2018, the Applied Mathematics Department graduated 28 seniors, a record number for the department. Combined with 38 minors, there were 66 graduates (out of 385) seriously studying mathematics during
their time at VMI. Out of the 28 majors, 18 earned a commission, either in the USA services or with the Republic of China. For the third time in the last four years, the class valedictorian was an Applied Mathematics major.
Thomas Schmitt ‘18 joined Drew Borinstein ‘17 and Cameron Armstrong ‘15 in this elite group.
US Air Force: Mawulolo Bolouvi, Patrick Lenahan, Cole Maziarski
US Army: Chelsie Divver, Benjamin Johnson, Michael Starin, Henry Wiswall
US Marine Corps: Thomas Schmitt, Mikayla Shuflat, Anthony Tarnowski
US Navy: Matthew Heinrich, Ian Johnson, John Walker
Air Force, Republic of China: Chun-Hao Chen
Army, Republic of China: Kuo Cheng, I-Nuo Hsu
Navy, Republic of China: Jung-Chiang Liu
Those that did not commission Armani Branch
(Graduate School), Reagan Branham (Houston Police
Force), Alexander Hall (industry), Mylles Jacobsen
(Norfolk ship yards), William Mertz (Navy enlisted),
Christian Nelms (graduate school), Stephen Reibach
(Israeli Army), Natalie Rivas (Chromalloy aerospace),
Robby Rogers (VDOT), and Michael Will (industry).

Applied & Industrial Mathematics (AIM) Program
In the summer of 2018 the Applied and Industrial Mathematics (AIM) program will enter its seventh summer.
This program gives cadets from VMI experience in the practical applications of applied mathematics which the
classroom cannot provide. For five-ten weeks of the summer, student teams and faculty advisors from VMI are
joined with a (usually local) business, industry, or government agency (client). This partnership is beneficial to
all involved. The student participants are exposed to the practical applications of mathematics and computer
science in a "real world" setting and acquire knowledge which will aid them in their senior capstone project
and later in life, including contact with potential employers. Former Governor Terry McAuliffe highlighted this
program as a program having large impact on Virginia in a speech on higher education.
In these seven summers thirty-seven VMI cadets have worked on projects. AIM alumni have taken jobs, graduate school appointments, and internships at an impressive group of institutions, including: John Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory, Ernst and Young, Pricewaterhouse Cooper, Center for Army Analysis, Dell Computers,
NASA, Coca-Cola, JP Morgan, Deloitte, Financial Risk Group, US Army, US Navy, US Air Force, North Carolina
State University Institute for Advanced Analytics, Harvard Business School, Colorado State University Mathematics Department and George Mason University Operations Research Department and others.
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VMI Leadership in International Competition
VMI continues to stake its claim on the international scene as a leader in applied mathematics education,
both through our in-house programs for cadets and through the prestigious roles of our faculty in the
broader community. The Interdisciplinary Contest in Modeling is no exception. This 98-hour long competition offers teams of undergraduate students the opportunity to wrestle with an open-ended real-world
inspired problem with the goal of developing a meaningful solution and presenting their work in the form
of a written report with a one-page executive summary.
Within VMI Applied Math, we have embracing this competition as culminating experience for our cadets. As an "applied" math program, we believe it is important for our cadets to be able to take the skills
they have developed throughout their educational curriculum, apply those skills to a problem in an unrelated field, and write up their work in a way that will provide a clear solution and convince nonmathematicians that their work is valid. In fact, we are so committed to this belief, that we have built our
Capstone Course around the ICM experience. Throughout the fall semester, our first class cadets take
MA490W, a 3-credit writing intensive course in which they work through old ICM problems and hone their
modeling and communication skills. Throughout the course, there are days dedicated to topics such as
assumption identification and justification, model building, visualization of results, and cogent
writing. Then, in the spring semester, the cadets register for MA495, a 1-credit course which requires
them to participate in the international ICM and prepare a poster presentation on their work that is presented at a regional mathematics conference. The experience is popular among cadets even outside of
our department. This year 10 teams from VMI participated, including 8 teams from our capstone course,
with two scoring honorable mention and one meritorious. In 2017, one of our teams also participated in a
media competition, in which they made a mockumentary about the hardship of the competition - and
while they do present quite the struggle, their video also captures their passion about the experience and
their sense of accomplishment. The team's video can be found at the bottom of this page: http://
www.comap.com/undergraduate/contests/mcm/contests/2017/solutions/
In addition to engaging our own cadets in this endeavor, our faculty are also involved in the competition. This year 11 VMI faculty across 4 departments participated as triage judges, identifying the papers
that deserved a closer read at the finals held just outside Boston. This spring, COL Siemers traveled to
Boston to serve on the panel of final judges, joining MAJ Libertini who has served as the Network Science /
Operations Research Head Judge for the past three years. In addition to reading the best papers and identifying those who will receive the coveted rank of Outstanding, the final judges also look for opportunities
to educate students to improve their modeling and communication skills. This year, MAJ Libertini and COL
Siemers, along with other final judges, prepared a Judges Commentary designed to help faculty and students understand what the final judges loved or found lacking in this year's submissions. They also cowrote, along with a colleague from West Point, an article focused on the writing of an executive summary,
as many teams struggle with this task. Both of these articles are slated to
appear in the upcoming edition of the Undergraduate Mathematics and
Its Applications (UMAP) Journal.
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American Mathematics Competitions (AMC)
For the 5th time, VMI was able to host the American Mathematics Competition (AMC) for 8th, 10th and 12th grade
students. This competition, sponsored by the Mathematical Association of America, draws students from all over
Virginia with some traveling for 2 hours on buses to attend the event. This past fall, 561 students took the 8th AMC
exam after which they participated in a fun math talk by Col. Greg Hartman, had lunch and went on Post tours. The
fun talk went through the mathematics of GPS tracking and gave the students a new appreciation of their cellphones. While the students were taking the exam their educators participated in a workshop by Maj. Karen Bliss
about mathematical tangles and how to use two pieces of rope to do arithmetical operations. The February AMC
exam for the 10th and 12th graders was a bit more complicated as many schools were closed due to the weather.
There were still 50 students who were able to attend the event although most choose not to go on the very cold, icy
and snowy Post tour.
The competition for the 8th graders has grown to the point that the exam has to be given on two different days to
make sure each student is accommodated. The support from the Dean’s Office continues to provide lunch for the
participants and their educators while the Applied Mathematics department provides the cost of the exam. Overall,
this has been one of our department’s successful outreaches to try and encourage and support a love of mathematics in the younger generations. We now have high school students who have taken the 8th, 10th and 12th grade
exams with us over the course of the years and we hope this trend continues.

New Courses in the Applied Mathematics Program
In the spring of 2018, the AM department taught six 1-credit courses. These special topics courses allow for the
professors to trial run material that may be expanded to a 3-credit course and give the cadet opportunities to see a
wider range of mathematics that doesn’t appear in any standard curriculum. COL Hartman taught two of these, one
on programming in Mathematica, and one on the mathematical typesetting program LaTeX. COL Siemers taught a
course on advanced Matlab application development, a topic that has been integrated in the Matlab curriculum,
and one that has been used in the summer 2018 AIM project (see article on AIM). MAJ Chapman gave a course on
Operations Research Heuristics, LTC Herald taught one on Discrete & Markov Processes, and LTC David presented a
course on Sports and Mathematics using a text book taught by a colleague at Roanoke College.
In Fall 2018, Dr. Denis Aliyev, a visiting professor in the department will teach MA 472, Introduction to Statistical
Learning. The course covers selected topics from the relatively new field of Statistical Learning which include some
classical statistical methods, like simple linear regression, logistic regression, clustering, as well as some new methods, like Boosting, Bagging, and Random Forests. Thanks to the recent rapid growth in computing power, the field
of Statistical Learning provides powerful tools for comprehensive data analysis and data visualization. Learning such
methods equips one with skills that are in high demand in the job market. The applications include marketing, finance, military, medicine, biology, sociology, psychology and many other fields where one has to work with data,
and big data in particular.
The course is very applied in nature and emphasizes applications of the statistical learning techniques, keeping the
theory to the minimum necessary to understand the methods. Significant portion of the course is dedicated to the
in class labs, where students get an opportunity to apply the methods they learn using real life datasets and the R
statistical software. In addition, students will have multiple projects to work on in order to apply the skills they
learn. At the end of the course students should have some theoretical and practical knowledge of a number of statistical learning methods, and be able to apply the methods and interpret the results in a meaningful manner. The R
statistical software will be used extensively in the course.
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VMI Faculty in Prestigious Washington DC Fellowship
This past year, MAJ Jessica Libertini was fortunate enough to be selected to join the 2017-2018 class of AAAS Science &
Technology Policy Fellows. Her class of 281 Ph.D. scientists, engineers, and mathematicians have been placed all across
federal service, with 242 in the Executive Branch, 37 in Congressional offices, one in the federal Judicial Branch, and one
at the World Bank. Their backgrounds covered a broad definition of science, ranging from political science and educational psychology to stem biology and astrophysics and included those participating as post-doctoral fellows to those
looking for a way to give back in retirement. However, one thing unified them, all were curious enough about the intersection of science and policy to take a step in a different direction for a year, to become immersed in something much
bigger than the lab bench or the classroom.
In her placement in the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) at the Department of Defense (DoD), MAJ Libertini has
had the honor of directly serving the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment, USD(A&S), in International Cooperation (IC). This year opened up a whole new set of challenges as she suddenly had to interface with diplomats and forge cooperative relationships with international partners as they work together on science projects, collaborative design of defense systems, and ultimately coproduction of defense equipment. She found herself immersed in
learning about the culture, history, and politics of the nations in her portfolio, including how history has shaped the current political-military relationships with South Africa after recent regime change and with Italy after the formation a new
coalition government, just to name a few.
Over the course of the year, she has been afforded so many incredible opportunities - standing on the VIP deck
and watching the jets over head at the Singapore Air Show with the Major General in charge of the Special Access Program that brought the F-35 jet to the event, flying in a Singapore Air Force Super Puma with our Under Secretary as she
was given a tour of the island to help her better understand the regional challenges that the small Island nation faces,
sitting at a meeting in the Indonesian Ministry of Defense in Jakarta with an Air First Marshal and his staff as I explained
the value of cooperative programs to this emerging partner, having dinner with the Lithuanian Minister of Defense and
taking his Vice Minister on a targeted 2-day tour of office visits in the D.C. area that she designed to provide a holistic
view of possible areas of collaboration to leverage the rapidly growing tech industry and innovation in Lithuania, sipping
celebratory champagne with the Prime Minister of the Netherlands following the signing of a treaty that will streamline
the process for our two countries to enter into new defense cooperative arrangements. This year was all about understanding the growing challenge as defense spending in the area of innovation continues to represent a smaller and smaller sector of all S&T spending and as the U.S. place as the preeminent leader isn't as secure in each and every technological field. And it was about seeing new opportunities to share with cadets when I come back this fall.
As we enter the Fourth Industrial Revolution, which is focused on technological advances such as blockchain, autonomy,
and the Internet-of-Things, it is important to realize that, unlike other advances that were driven by an arms race, the
U.S. DoD is not in the driver seat nor does it have the cash to tell the driver where to go. Instead, our national security
depends on our ability to leverage the innovation in the public sector, not only in Silicon Valley, Boston, and Austin, but
across the globe. We need to rethink our strategic engagement with our international partners - enhancing our relationships with existing partners and wisely investing in relationships with key emerging partners. And all of this takes a workforce that understand the foundations of the technology, but also is willing to engage in diplomacy. Through the fellowship, her eyes were opened to a whole new set of possible career paths for cadets.
As MAJ Libertini interfaced with personnel in uniform, she asked them about their career pathways - and she can't wait to
tell commissioning cadets in each service, to include Coast Guard, about the opportunities available in this important international cooperative space. She also explored opportunities for our non-commissioning cadets, especially those who
want to get a degree in the sciences but want to branch out beyond their technical discipline. As she talked with other
AAAS Fellows, who were placed at State, Homeland Security, Energy, and Congress, it became increasingly clear that
there is a great need for more scientists in the policy world. As my year away is drawing to a close, she cannot wait
to come back to VMI prepared to share these opportunities with cadets and support any interested of our welltrained citizen-soldiers to fill this void.
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Applied Mathematics Senior Honor’s Projects
For the class of 2018, four Applied Mathematics graduates completed the VMI honor’s program which included a year
long thesis project. Three of these were advised by MAJ John David, and one was done in conjunction with the PY
department as part of a double major.
Cadet Christian Nelms’s project was titled “Estimating and Predicting Upper Respiratory Tract Infections at VMI
Through the SIR Model.” Christian has been an active researcher at VMI in the AIM program and in the honor’s program. He will attend graduate school in the fall.
Cadet Eric Cedotal’s project was titled “Utilization of Decision Forests Techniques in Understanding Civil Conflict.” Eric finishes his career at VMI with a double major in Physics and commissioned in the US Navy.
Cadet Michael Starin’s project was titled “Exchange Arbitrage in Cryptocurrency Markets using Machine Learning
and Statistical Analysis.” Michael has been active in both the applied mathematics department and the economics
department as he is keenly interested in markets and most recently cryptocurrency.
Cadet Thomas Schmitt’s project was titled “Accelerator Driven Systems,” and was done under the mentorship of
LTC Chhanda Samanta of the VMI Physics Department. Tom has been the recipient of numerous awards in the department and he gave the May 2018 valedictorian address.

Applied Mathematics Cadet Awards
Each year cadets are given awards, either at the Institute award ceremony, or at the departmental “Pi Day” celebration – around 14 March, of course. The names of these cadets are added to the plaques in the AM Department.
Ben Johnson won the John H. French Medal which has been awarded annually since 1911 to a member of the graduation class who has shown the greatest ability in mathematics.
Thomas Schmitt won the Commodore Matthew Fontaine Maury Award which has been awarded annually since
1985 to the first standing graduate in the mathematics curriculum.
Shang-Cheng Su won the Baldwin Alexander and Stephen Taylor Pendleton Scholarship which was established in
1971 by Miss Agnes Pendleton in memory of her father Baldwin Alexander Pendleton, and her grandfather Stephen
Taylor Pendleton, who was first honor graduate in the Class of 1848. This award is given to a rising first classman
majoring in mathematics, who has “demonstrated unusual skill in his or her subject.”
Kao-Pu Chang won the Colonel Robert H. Knox ‘24 Prize which has been awarded annually to a third classman selected by the faculty of the mathematics department as the most promising mathematics major in this class.
The VMI-SIAM Award in Industrial and Applied Mathematics goes to a first or second classman for outstanding performance and lasting contribution by demonstrating exemplary talent in Industrial or Applied Mathematics through
a research, service, or other professional project. For 2018, the award was given to Christian Nelms for his project
“Modeling the spread of respiratory infection at VMI through the SIR model of differential equations”
The MCM/ICM Contest Award is for outstanding team performance and effort in describing, analyzing, and proposing
a solution to an open-ended problem proposed as part of the COMAP MCM/ICM contest and was established in 2016.
This year’s winning team was Cadet Chelsie Divver, Cadet Patrick Lenahan, and Cadet Mikayla Shuflat.
The Charlotte and James Griffin '63 Applied Mathematics Prizes are monetary prizes are awarded in the spring of
each year to those cadets who have achieved a cumulative 4.0 GPA within the Applied Mathematics major. The
awardees are
2018: Thomas Schmitt
2019: Shang-Cheng Su
2020: MacGregor Baxter, Kao-Pu Chang, Cullen Godbold

